
 
  Minor   Participation   in   Full   Force   Games   Addendum  
 
This   form   is   an   Addendum   to   the,   “Release   and   Waiver   of   Liability,   Assumption   of   Risk,   and  
Indemnity   Agreement,   for   which   I   stipulate   that   I   have   already   signed   in   agreement   of   its   terms.  
In   general,   most   gameplay   at   Tac   City   Airsoft   follows   specific   rules   including   a   minimum  
engagement   distance   of   10   feet,   no   lasers,   no   “Airsoft”   grenade   type   devices,   etc.   Per   customer  
request,   occasionally   we   allow   “Full   Force”   gameplay   that   reduces   some   of   the   rules   for   our  
standard   games,   eliminating   the   minimum   engagement   distance,   allowing   for   the   use   of   lasers,  
etc.  
 
As   a   policy,   Tac   City   Airsoft   advises   that   minors   should   NOT   participate   in   “Full   Force”  
gameplay.  
 
 
__________________________________________                  _________________________  
Minor   Name                                                                                   Date   of   Birth  
 
However   should   a   PARENT   or   LEGAL   GUARDIAN   provide   express   written   consent   to  
participate   in   FULL   FORCE   gameplay   against   our   advice,   Tac   City   Airsoft   will   allow   a   minor   over  
the   age   of   FOURTEEN   (14)   to   participate   in   FULL   FORCE   gameplay   on   a   PER   DAY   basis.  
 
I,   _____________________________________,   affirm   that   I   am   the   parent   and/or   legal  
guardian   of   the   above   referenced   minor.   I   further   affirm   that   I   have   the   right   to   provide   consent  
regarding   the   potentially   hazardous   activity   of   said   minor.   I   acknowledge   that   FULL   FORCE  
gameplay   has   a   greater   risk   of   injury   to   _______________________________   and   that   we  
have   been   advised   against   allowing   said   minor   to   participate   in   FULL   FORCE   gameplay.   With  
the   above   points   in   mind,   I   agree   to   allow   the   above   referenced   minor   to   participate   in   FULL  
FORCE   gameplay.   I   understand   that   this   consent   is   valid   _____________________   ONLY   and  
that   I   must   provide   future   consent   for   future   FULL   FORCE   gameplay.   Furthermore,   I  
acknowledge   that   FULL   FORCE   gameplay   may   result   in   greater   risk   of   injury   and   bodily   harm,  
and   will   likely   result   in   minor   injury   (including   but   not   limited   to   abrasions,   lacerations,   bruises,  
welts,   etc.).  
 
 
_________________________________________                 ____________________________  
Signature                                                                                     Date  
 


